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ABSTRACT
Writing large amounts of data concurrently to stable storage is a
typical I/O pattern of manyHPCworkflows. This pattern introduces
high I/O overheads and results in increased storage space utiliza-
tion especially for workflows that need to capture the evolution of
data structures with high frequency as checkpoints. In this context,
many applications, such as graph pattern matching, perform sparse
updates to large data structures between checkpoints. For these
applications, incremental checkpointing techniques that save only
the differences from one checkpoint to another can dramatically
reduce the checkpoint sizes, I/O bottlenecks, and storage space uti-
lization. However, such techniques are not without challenges: it is
non-trivial to transparently determine what data has changed since
a previous checkpoint and assemble the differences in a compact
fashion that does not result in excessive metadata. State-of-art data
reduction techniques (e.g., compression and de-duplication) have
significant limitations when applied to modern HPC applications
that leverage GPUs: slow at detecting the differences, generate a
large amount of metadata to keep track of the differences, and
ignore crucial spatiotemporal checkpoint data redundancy. This
paper addresses these challenges by proposing a Merkle tree-based
incremental checkpointing method to exploit GPUs’ high memory
bandwidth and massive parallelism. Experimental results at scale
show a significant reduction of the I/O overhead and space utiliza-
tion of checkpointing compared with state-of-the-art incremental
checkpointing and compression techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Checkpoint / restart; • The-
ory of computation→Massively parallel algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One fundamentally enabling I/O pattern of HPCworkflows is check-
pointing. It involves many processes, distributed in groups over a
large number of compute nodes (e.g., one process per GPU), that
need to simultaneously capture important data structures at critical
moments during runtime and save persistent checkpoints of these
data structures durably to revisit them later. Traditionally, check-
pointing has been the leading enabler of resilience for HPC work-
flows: applications take checkpoints periodically during runtime
and restart from the latest checkpoint in case of failures to minimize
the number of lost computations (at the expense of checkpointing
overheads). Over time, checkpointing has found broad applicability
in other scenarios: batch job preemption [7] (e.g., to make room
for higher priority on-demand jobs without losing computational
progress), job migration [27], adjoint computations and automated
differentiation methods that generate intermediate states during
a forward pass and revisit them in a backward pass [35], explor-
ing alternative computational paths (e.g., sensitivity analysis of AI
models using variations of training data starting from a common
initial training) [28], and the study of reproducibility by capturing
and comparing intermediate results during different runs. Under
such circumstances, checkpointing is more challenging for two rea-
sons: (1) there is a need to store the entire checkpoint record into a
lineage [18] (not just the latest checkpoint); and (2) the checkpoint-
ing frequency is significantly higher than in the case of resilience
(e.g., checkpoint intervals of 10ms are common in adjoint compu-
tations [13] and reproducibility, as opposed to resilience, where
checkpoint intervals are correlated with the mean time between
failures and are the order of hours).

The need to reduce I/O overheads and space utilization
of checkpointing:With the ever-increasing computational and
data processing capabilities of HPC workflows, the push towards
Exascale has resulted in HPC systems made of thousands of com-
pute nodes, each equipped with many-core CPUs and several GPUs.
Such systems are complemented by a heterogeneous storage stack
that includes deep local memory hierarchies (e.g., high bandwidth
memory, volatile host memory, persistent memory, NVMe-enabled
flash storage) and external data repositories (e.g., parallel file sys-
tems). Traditionally, checkpointing has been performed by direct
writes to the external repository, which blocks the application for
the duration of checkpointing. In this case, at a large scale, many
processes distributed on the compute nodes (typically one process
per GPU) compete for a limited I/O bandwidth. This introduces
large I/O overheads and therefore increases the end-to-end runtime.
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Even in the case of resilience, where the checkpointing frequency is
low, I/O overheads are significant enough to warrant asynchronous
multi-level checkpointing methods [21]: the processes write the
checkpoints to the fastest local memory (e.g., GPU memory), then
let the application continue running, while in the background they
flush the checkpoints asynchronously to slower memory tiers and
eventually the external repository. However, at high checkpointing
frequency, such methods have two limitations: (1) there is only
a limited amount of spare space available on the fastest memory
tiers to cache checkpoints, so the HPC workflow may be delayed
if it produces new checkpoints faster than they can be flushed to
slower memory tiers; and (2) since the entire checkpoint record
needs to be persisted, its accumulated size may quickly explode to
large sizes and produce unacceptable resource utilization, even if
performance considerations were not a concern. Thus, there is a
need to simultaneously reduce both the I/O overheads and space
utilization of checkpoints.

Limitations of state-of-art: One strategy that simultaneously
achieves both goals is data reduction. The key idea is simple: if
we can reduce the sizes of the checkpoints, they are both faster to
flush to slower memory tiers, and they occupy less space simulta-
neously. In this regard, many compression techniques have been
proposed, both lossy [30] and lossless [9]. They aim to solve a trade-
off between fidelity compared with the original checkpoint data,
compression ratio, and compression throughout. Not all compres-
sion algorithms are feasible for reducing I/O overheads. In this case,
the I/O overhead is the sum between the compression and flush
overhead, which means that compression reduces the I/O overhead
only if it is faster than the duration of flushing the difference be-
tween the original and the compressed size. Even if compression
may effectively reduce the I/O overheads and space utilization of
individual checkpoints, in our case, we are interested in the en-
tire checkpoint record. Under such circumstances, it is often the
case that the checkpointed data changes only partially from one
checkpoint to another. For example, graph applications use data
structures that are very sparsely updated [16]. Thus, additional
opportunities exist to take advantage of specialized data reduc-
tion techniques for checkpoints that evolve in time. Incremental
checkpointing techniques aim to do so by means of dirty data track-
ing (i.e., detect what data was touched since the last checkpoint)
or de-duplication [2, 6, 17, 24, 29]: save a full checkpoint initially,
then save only the differences later. However, such techniques are
either slow at detecting the differences, generate a large amount
of metadata to keep track of the differences, or ignore important
spatiotemporal checkpoint data redundancy (e.g., checkpoint data
duplicated in a different checkpoint at a different position). Fur-
thermore, the checkpointed data is typically generated on GPU
memory, which has additional limitations compared with the host
memory of compute nodes, and therefore limits the applicability of
some incremental checkpointing techniques (e.g., based on dirty
memory page tracking).

Contributions: To address the limitations mentioned above, in
this paper, we propose a novel incremental checkpointing method
that: (1) identifies and de-duplicates repeating patterns across the
checkpoints of the entire checkpoint record; (2) extracts a compact
metadata representation of these repeating patterns; (3) serializes
the differences and the compact metadata representation efficiently

into host memory for asynchronous transfer to other storage tiers;
and (4) takes advantage of modern GPU accelerators to scale to
tens of thousands of GPU cores. To this end, we propose a Merkle
tree-based [15] de-duplication method that achieves a high data re-
duction throughput and rate, effectively reducing the I/O overheads
and space utilization.

We summarize our contributions as follows. First, we introduce a
series of design principles that are at the core of ourmethod: (1) iden-
tify repeating data chunks at fine granularity (hundreds of bytes)
through hashing that leverages spatial and temporal redundancy
across the entire checkpoint record; (2) coalesce such contiguous
chunks into a hierarchic set of repeating non-overlapping patterns
that are matched against the entire checkpoint record to obtain
a compact metadata representation; (3) collect and assemble the
compact metadata and unique chunks into a separate contiguous
GPU buffer that is optimized for transfer to the host memory; and
(4) leverage fused GPU kernels that feature massive parallelism
and low latency and synchronization overheads in order to achieve
high scalability (Section 2.1). Second, we propose highly parallel
algorithms based on the above design principles. In particular, we
zoom on the aspect of how to coalesce contiguous chunks into
a hierarchic set of repeating overlapping patterns efficiently in
parallel by leveraging the structure of Merkle trees (Section 2.2).
Third, we illustrate how to implement our algorithms by proposing
a research prototype that leverages Kokkos performance-portable
abstractions, which generalize our method to various GPU accelera-
tors (Section 2.4). We demonstrate the benefits of our solution for a
real-life graph application using extensive experiments at scale for
a variety of graphs. The results show our solution reduces the I/O
overhead and space utilization of checkpointing by up to orders of
magnitude compared with state-of-art incremental checkpointing
and compression techniques (Section 3).

2 SYSTEM DESIGN
This section introduces our approach. A high-level overview is
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Our method in a nutshell: each process performs
de-duplication on its own GPU.

2.1 Design Principles
De-duplication of data chunks using fine-grain hashing that
is spatiotemporal agnostic: We assume an HPC workflow in
which processes are co-located on the same compute node, each
assigned to a dedicated GPU. In this case, each process produces
a checkpoint record with high frequency directly into the GPU
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memory. Since the spare GPU memory available for checkpointing
is limited, we cannot afford to hold the entire checkpoint record in
the GPU memory, even if we apply an incremental checkpointing
technique that stores only the differences. Furthermore, even if
we had enough free space on the GPU memory to hold the entire
checkpoint record, it is not feasible to compare a new checkpoint
with all previous checkpoints in the historical record to identify the
differences. Thus, we propose a hash-based method that splits a new
checkpoint into fine-grain chunks (in the order of tens or hundreds
of bytes), then hashes each chunk to produce a set of unique chunk
hashes, which can be compared with the accumulated set of unique
chunk hashes of the checkpoint record to identify the data chunks
that are unique to the new checkpoint. Using this method, a chunk
must be stored only the first time it is encountered, regardless of
how many times it appears again in the same checkpoint (spatial
duplication) or future checkpoints (temporal duplication). Although
such methods have been proposed before in the context of incre-
mental block storage [14], we operate directly in the memory of
GPU accelerators, which introduces additional challenges. First, un-
like storage systems, we cannot afford to access a separate metadata
repository with a historical record of unique hashes due to high I/O
latency. Therefore, we propose to keep a distinct record for each
process in the GPU memory. Second, as the historical record of
unique hashes grows over time, there is a need for efficient indexing
and lookup techniques that are GPU-optimized. To this end, we
leverage specialized hash tables, as detailed in Section 2.4.

Compact hierarchic representation of contiguous repeat-
ing patterns usingMerkle tree-basedmetadata:AGPU-optimized
data structure that holds the entire checkpoint record of unique
chunk hashes enables us to identify a minimal set of chunks repre-
senting the difference between new and older checkpoints. How-
ever, this set may be very large since we are using fine-grain chunk
sizes. Consequently, storing naive metadata about the chunks (e.g.,
an entry for each chunk that identifies the checkpoint ID and offset
where it first occurred) quickly leads to an explosion of the meta-
data size, which may dramatically reduce the space savings, even if
the difference is negligible. On the other hand, it is essential to note
that the chunks may form large contiguous regions that repeat both
within the same checkpoint and across past checkpoints. Therefore,
there is an opportunity to reduce the metadata sizes by identifying
and leveraging such contiguous regions directly. To this end, we
propose a hierarchical Merkle tree-based [15] method that stores
hashes corresponding to different arrangements of non-overlapping
adjacent regions in the historical record of unique hashes (bound
by up to two times more hashes than the naive method) to identify
a close to a minimum number of contiguous regions that cover the
difference. Using this method, the metadata size can be dramati-
cally reduced under the right circumstances, as we only need to
store the difference between the checkpoint ID and offset where an
entire region appeared the first time. To this end, we introduce a
specialized algorithm detailed in Section 2.2.

Efficient combined serialization of metadata and unique
chunks as a consolidated difference optimized for transfer
to host memory: Once we have identified the smallest set of re-
gions and unique chunks that make up the difference, we need to
consolidate the data and metadata into the host memory to obtain

a single checkpoint object that can be flushed asynchronously fur-
ther down the storage hierarchy. However, these unique chunks
may be scattered all over the GPU memory, especially if the de-
duplication is effective and the difference is negligible. Therefore,
a naive strategy that initiates transfers of individual chunks from
the GPU memory to the host memory suffers significant I/O band-
width degradation since it involves non-trivial latencies to set up
the transfer, not to mention cache misses. Therefore, we propose
serializing the metadata and the unique chunks into a consolidated
difference directly on the GPU memory. Then, for the consolidated
difference, initiating a single device-to-host data transfer is enough,
which can take advantage of the full PCIe bandwidth that links
the GPU memory with the host memory. Even if the consolidation
leverages high GPU-to-GPU memory bandwidth, it is non-trivial
because it needs to consider coalesced memory accesses that occur
when concurrently running threads access memory close to each
other. Doing so allows the hardware to predict and retrieve data
ahead of time. Cache hierarchies are also better utilized. To this end,
we design a specialized serialization method that pre-calculates
offsets in the consolidated difference and assigns GPU threads to
parallelize the data transfers by the observations above.

Fused GPU kernels for optimal massive GPU parallelism: Without
taking advantage of the massive parallelism of GPUs, even simple
steps in our method, such as hashing the data chunks or performing
GPU memory accesses and GPU-to-GPU data transfers, are time-
consuming and lead to large overheads. Therefore, our method
needs to scale to a large number of GPU cores, which are on the
order of ten thousand on modern GPUs. However, this is non-trivial
because hashing of data chunks, indexing, and lookup in the hash
historical record, generating compact metadata representations,
and consolidating checkpoint differences are complex operations
with tight dependencies. Therefore, it is not enough to reason about
these aspects as independent steps that can be parallelized using
separate GPU kernels, as such a naive method would introduce
unacceptable latencies associated with submitting and executing
new kernels. To address this issue, we propose to use a single
fused kernel that takes advantage of containers and abstractions
offered by performance portability abstractions such as Kokkos to
parallelize the execution into related “waves” that ensure the work
is evenly distributed and maximizes coalesced memory accesses
without delays between waves, as detailed in Section 2.4.

2.2 Zoom on Merkle Tree-based Compact
Metadata

We propose a heuristic algorithm to identify a close to a minimal
number of non-overlapping contiguous regions that fully describe
the difference between a new checkpoint and all previous check-
points in the checkpoint record. Using this method, in addition to
the unique chunks encountered in the latest checkpoint, we only
need to store a small amount of enough metadata to restore the
checkpoint later fully.

Specifically, we assume the fine-grain chunks are the leaves of a
(potentially incomplete) binary tree. Then, we compute the hashes
not only for the leaves but also in a bottom-up fashion for the
intermediate tree nodes by hashing the left child’s hash with the
right child’s hash, similar to Merkle trees. We only go one level up
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if the hash of the left and right child were found in the historical
record of unique hashes and represent a contiguous region that can
be consolidated. If this is the case, the new region is added to the
historical record of unique hashes. Then, we collect the intermediate
nodes that were touched by this process and are the closest to the
tree’s root. This yields a compact representation of the checkpoint
difference, both with respect to the new chunks encountered the
first time and the reused chunks from previous checkpoints.

Figure 2: Example of compact metadata representation. Our
method reduces the metadata amount from 7 entries to 3
entries compared with a naive method.

To understand why the method works, consider an example
depicted in Figure 2. The checkpoint historical record includes
a single first checkpoint that was taken fully and the historical
record of unique hashes consists of all possible non-overlapping
regions corresponding to the intermediate nodes 0-14. Then, a
second checkpoint is taken, and the new chunk 11 is identical to
the previous chunk 11 (which we refer to as fixed duplicate). In
contrast, chunk 12 is identical to another previous chunk from the
first checkpoint other than 12 (whichwe refer to as shifted duplicate).
All other chunks between the first and second checkpoints are
different.

The algorithm works as follows. First, we hash the chunks of
the second checkpoint and insert any new hashes into the histori-
cal record of unique hashes, which results in four inserts 𝐼 , 𝐽 , 𝐾, 𝐿,
referred to as first-time occurrences. Note that chunks 13 and 14
are identical to chunks 7 and 8. Even though they belong to the
second checkpoint, they are still marked as shifted duplicates, just
like chunk 12. Chunks 11 and 12 are the only ones that form two
non-contiguous regions that cannot be consolidated. Therefore,
we stop. For all other leaves, we go one level up. We consolidate
chunks 7 and 8 into region 3 and chunks 9 and 10 into region 4.
Both region 3 and region 4 are added to the historical record of
unique hashes. Then we consolidate chunks 13 and 14 into region
6. Since the hash of region 6 is identical to the hash of region 3,
which already is in the historical record of unique hashes, the entire
region 6 is marked as a shifted duplicate. The process continues
only for regions 3 and 4, which can now be consolidated into re-
gion 1, also inserted in the historical record of unique hashes. We
obtain the compact metadata representation of the difference as a
set of three non-overlapping regions: 1, 12, 6. We can omit chunk

11 from the difference since it remains unchanged from the first
checkpoint. Finally, we obtain a mix of metadata describing the
first-time occurrences and shifted duplicates, followed by the chunk
content corresponding only to the first-time occurrences. Using
this method, we save only three metadata entries compared with
the naive method that saves a metadata entry for each non-fixed
duplicate chunk (referred to as the List method). Now the compact
metadata and new unique chunks are ready to be serialized and
transferred to the host memory.

Algorithm 1 De-duplication using compact metadata.
Input: 𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑠,𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒, 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠, 𝑀𝑎𝑝
1: for all 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠 do in parallel
2: 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← Hash(𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ))
3: if 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡 == 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) then
4: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) ← FIXED_DUPL
5: else
6: 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 ← (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 , 𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑝𝑡𝐼𝐷)
7: 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 ←𝑀𝑎𝑝 .insert(𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡 ,𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦)
8: if 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 then
9: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) ← FIRST_OCUR
10: else if not 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 then
11: (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 , 𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑝𝑡𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) ←𝑀𝑎𝑝[𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡]
12: 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐼𝐷 ← 𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑝𝑡𝐼𝐷𝑜𝑙𝑑 == 𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑝𝑡𝐼𝐷
13: if 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 < 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 && 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐼𝐷 then
14: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) ← SHIFT_DUPL
15: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) ← FIRST_OCUR
16: 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 ← 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓
17: else
18: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) ← SHIFT_DUPL
19: end if
20: end if
21: 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) ← 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡
22: end if
23: end for
24: for 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∈ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 do
25: for all 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 do in parallel
26: if 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 and 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟 are FIRST_OCUR then
27: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) ← FIRST_OCUR
28: 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) ← Hash((𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 , 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟 ))
29: 𝑀𝑎𝑝 [𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒)] ← (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒, 𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑝𝑡𝐼𝐷)
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: for 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∈ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 do
34: for all 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 do in parallel
35: if 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 ) ≠ 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟 ) then
36: save roots 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 and 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟
37: else if 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 and 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟 are SHIFT_DUPL then
38: 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) ← Hash(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 ), 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟 ))
39: if 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) ∈ 𝑀𝑎𝑝 then
40: 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) ← SHIFT_DUPL
41: else
42: save roots 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙 and 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑_𝑟
43: end if
44: end if
45: end for
46: end for

Algorithm 1 lists the pseudocode corresponding to our metadata
compactionmethod in greater detail. The historical record of unique
hashes is denoted𝑀𝑎𝑝 [ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ], while 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 [𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒] and 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 [𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒]
are temporary data structures that hold the hashes of leaves (inter-
mediate nodes) and, respectively the type of the region covered by
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each leaf (intermediate node). Identical labels mean a region can be
consolidated.

According to the design principle that aims at leveraging the
massive parallelism offered by GPUs, we parallelize this algorithm
level-by-level. However, to avoid a situation where shifted dupli-
cates are hashed faster than first-time occurrences (which leads to a
missing entry in the historical record of unique hashes and therefore
missed de-duplication opportunities), we perform the paralleliza-
tion in two stages: first, we process the sub-trees corresponding
to the first-time occurrences, then we process the sub-trees corre-
sponding to the shifted duplicates.

To restore a checkpoint from the differences, it is enough to
start from the first-time occurrences, then fill the fixed duplicates
and finally assemble the shifted duplicates from the corresponding
checkpoint ID (which can be a previous checkpoint or the current
checkpoint to be restored).

2.3 Architecture

Figure 3: Architecture of multi-level asynchronous check-
pointing that integrates our GPU-accelerated de-duplication.

Figure 3 depicts the general architecture of an asynchronous
checkpointing that integrates with our GPU-accelerated method.
Each compute node features multiple GPUs. A large number of
compute nodes compete for the I/O bandwidth of an external repos-
itory, typically a parallel file system. Each application process uses
a dedicated GPU and stops during checkpointing to perform the
de-duplication on the GPU according to the steps illustrated in
Figure 1. Then, it transfers the consolidated difference to the host
memory and resumes the computations. From this point forward,
an asynchronous multi-level checkpointing runtime flushes the
differences stored in the host memory down the storage hierarchy
(local storage, parallel file system). Since each process maintains its
own record of unique hashes on its GPU, the only bottleneck is the
competition for PCIe bandwidth between the GPUs when transfer-
ring the differences. This competition is nevertheless much lower
compared with the case when the full checkpoints are transferred
to the host memory, in which case much larger sizes are involved.
Furthermore, intermediate storage tiers like host memory and local
SSDs are filling up slower, which helps amortize the competition
for the I/O bandwidth of the parallel file system. Ultimately, this
leads to better utilization of the entire storage hierarchy and lower
I/O overheads, in addition to storage space savings.

2.4 Implementation
Our implementation builds on performance portable abstractions
that enable efficient massive parallelization into fused kernels while
offering optimized implementations of GPU-aware hash tables
(used to maintain the historical record of unique hashes).

Parallelization with Kokkos:We implement our method us-
ing the Kokkos performance portability framework [32] for par-
allel execution on CPUs and GPUs. Kokkos includes several ex-
ecution and data structure abstractions for developing scalable
applications. We use the UnorderedMap provided by Kokkos. The
UnorderedMap is designed to handle thousands of concurrent in-
sertions. The map is lock-free and minimizes the use of atomic
operations. This performance-focused design is important for cal-
culating and identifying differences between thousands of hashes.
Kokkos provides flexible parallel execution constructs that allow
direct control of work division. The ability to control which chunks
are assigned to which threads and in what order greatly impacts
performance, as outlined in the subsequent sections. Merkle trees
are complete binary trees, so we store them in a flattened array and
identify parent-child relationships using simple formulas based on
the offset in the array. This simplifies tree search and management
on the GPU, as the array format does not waste space on unused
pointers.

Efficient hash calculation using GPUs: We use the 128-bit
Murmur3 [1] hash function for comparing chunks. Murmur3 is a
common non-cryptographic hash function used for hash tables. A
fast hash function such as Murmur3 is necessary to maximize de-
duplication throughput. Slow cryptographic hash functions such
as MD5 [26] would introduce a bottleneck. To efficiently leverage
the GPUs hardware, we structure the code such that successive
threads compute hashes for successive chunks. By doing so, we
ensure that the stride between memory accesses is reduced. Reduc-
ing the stride decreases the number of memory accesses to global
memory, speeding up the hash calculation. Optimized memory ac-
cess patterns are necessary to utilize the GPU’s bandwidth and
computational capabilities fully. This is particularly true for hash-
ing data since the computational cost of Murmur3 is already low.
Our method may compute and store up to twice the number of
hashes in the historical record of unique hashes since the number
of intermediate nodes is equal to the number of leaves minus one.
However, this is a worst-case scenario encountered only when the
checkpointed data fully changes during the checkpoint interval.
This can be easily detected, and incremental checkpointing can
be deactivated accordingly. Conversely, when the checkpointed
data remains unchanged between checkpoints, our method may
calculate intermediate nodes unnecessarily. This may be mitigated
by adopting a top-down method. Another important aspect is the
size of the chunks, which needs to be larger than double the size of
the hash values. In our case, each Murmur3 hash digest is 16 bytes:
so long as the chunk size exceeds 32 bytes, the cost of computing
an inner node is lower than that of a leaf node. This represents a
trade-off: hashing smaller chunks of data improves the memory
access pattern by reducing the stride between memory accesses, but
increases the number of inner nodes. Thanks to compact metadata
representation, the latter aspect is of lesser concern. Finally, we did
not consider hash collisions. If hash collisions are a concern, they
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can be mitigated by using a cache of chunks that can be directly
compared in parallel with the metadata compaction.

High throughput serialization of scattered chunks: As with
hash calculation, optimizing memory accesses for gathering scat-
tered chunks is important in order to obtain high GPU-to-GPU
transfer throughput for the serialization of the consolidated check-
point difference. Rather than having each thread copy a different
chunk, we use a team of threads to copy each chunk into the con-
tiguous buffer. This ensures that memory accesses coalesce and
memory bandwidth utilization is maximized. Without such opti-
mizations, even if the transfer from the GPU to the host memory
is accelerated due to contiguity, this benefit would be negated by
poor serialization throughput.

3 EVALUATION
3.1 Setup
We perform our tests on two supercomputers at Argonne National
Laboratory’s Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF): ThetaGPU
and Polaris. Theta GPU is a DGX A100-based system comprised of
24 NVIDIA DGX A100 nodes, each with eight NVIDIA A100 Tensor
Core GPUs and two AMD EPYC 7742 64-core CPUs. Memory-wise,
each node is equipped with 1 TB of DDR4 and 320 GB GPUmemory
for 24 TB DDR4 and 7.6 TB GPU memory. The nodes are intercon-
nected using 20 Mellanox QM9700 HDR200 40-port switches wired
in a fat-tree topology. External storage is provided by a Lustre
parallel file system, which is mounted using POSIX and provides
an aggregated I/O bandwidth of 250 GB/s. Polaris is a 560-node
HPE Apollo 6500 Gen 10+ system. Each node consists of an AMD
32-core EPYC 7543P CPU, 4 A100 GPUs, 512 GB of DDR4, two 1.6
TB SSDs, and 4 A100 GPUs. The nodes are connected using the
Slingshot 10 network. The number of processes tested ranges from
a single process to 64 processes. Each process has its own GPU and
is isolated from the other processes.

3.2 Methodology
This section outlines the experimental procedures for evaluating
our work. The use case, state-of-the-art, performance metrics, ex-
perimental scenarios, and input data are shown in detail.

Application use case: Our driver application for the experi-
mental evaluation is ORbit ANd Graphlet Enumeration at Scale
(ORANGES), a parallel graph application that takes a graph as an
input and computes each vertex’s graphlet degree vector (GDV) in
order to enable graph matching. A graphlet is an induced subgraph
of a small number of vertices. A graphlet degree vector can be
seen as a generalization of the degree concept [31]. The degree of a
vertex represents the number of times a vertex is part of an edge.
The graphlet degree vector represents the number of times a ver-
tex is part of different graphlets, with one entry for each graphlet.
GDVs are used for graph-matching applications, such as in compar-
ing phylogenetic networks in bioinformatics and comparing event
graphs in large-scale HPC applications. We create the GDV on all
two to five vertices graphlets. Each vertex in the graph is associated
with a vector of size 72, representing the different positions (or or-
bits) of the vertex in the 30 possible graphlets (more details on the
graphlets and orbits are given in [10]). For each vertex in the graph,
we identify the graphlets associated with it and its different orbits

in the graphlets. Based on this calculation, we increase the count of
each orbit in GDV associated with the vertex. If the graph is sparse,
then the GDV is also sparse, as not all graphlets are formed. For
example, triangles are rarely formed in event graphs representing
communications in HPC simulations and in almost planar road
graphs. Due to this, only 10 possible 30 graphlets are formed fre-
quently, and the remaining 20 very rarely, if at all. Graphs will also
have repeated substructures which can result in some GDVs being
similar to others. The updated pattern depends on the input graph,
simplifying the exploration of different patterns. These characteris-
tics make ORANGES a good candidate to showcase the benefits of
our work.

Compared state-of-the-artmethods:We compare ourmethod
(henceforth denoted Tree) with a baseline checkpointing method
that always stores a full checkpoint (denoted Full). Additionally,
we implemented a Basic incremental checkpointing method that
breaks the checkpoint into chunks, hashes the chunks, then builds
a bitmap to indicate what chunks are new and what chunks remain
unchanged. It saves the bitmap and the new chunks. Furthermore,
we implemented a List method that is identical to ourmethod except
for the metadata compaction, which is omitted. Instead, a full list of
all first-time occurrences and shifted duplicates is stored along the
new chunks. For fairness, both the Basic and List methods benefit
from the same massive parallelization optimizations introduced
by our method. Furthermore, we use several lossless compression
algorithms included with the open-source nvCOMP [22] library
provided by NVIDIA. Since our application counts graphlets and
needs an exact output for correctness, lossy compression is not
applicable.

Metrics:We focus on two metrics when evaluating our work;
data de-duplication ratio and de-duplication throughput. The de-
duplication ratio is measured as the size of the full checkpoints
divided by the size of the de-duplicated checkpoints. Higher ratios
indicate greater space savings. Throughput is calculated as the size
of the original data divided by the time it takes to create and copy
the incremental checkpoint from the GPU to the host memory. In
the case of Full, this measures the GPU to host flush throughput.
In the case of the other methods, the de-duplication throughput
includes both the overhead of compression/de-duplication and the
overhead of GPU-to-host transfers.

Experimental scenarios:We present three scenarios that exam-
ine different factors affecting our method versus existing methods.
The first scenario studies the impact of chunk size on de-duplication
performance. Chunk size determines the de-duplication granularity,
which directly affects checkpoint size reduction and the computa-
tional overhead of checkpointing. We vary the chunk size from 32
to 512 bytes and compare our method with the Full, Basic, and List
method in terms of data de-duplication ratio and de-duplication
throughput. This scenario leverages a single GPU. The second sce-
nario investigates how the benefits of de-duplication accumulate as
the checkpointing frequency increases. Specifically, we capture a
full initial checkpoint, then another 𝑁 − 1 incremental checkpoint
that is evenly distributed during the runtime 𝑅 (i.e., we use a fixed
checkpoint interval 𝑅/𝑁 ). We vary 𝑁 from 5 to 20 and aggregate
the metrics for all captured checkpoints (excluding the first check-
point). Using this method, we can compare the results for different
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input graphs that produce different runtimes (in the order of min-
utes). This scenario again leverages a single GPU. The last scenario
performs strong scaling tests. We vary the number of GPUs from 1
to 64 and take checkpoints every 10 minutes. At scale, for larger
dense graphs, the number of iterations rapidly increases, hence the
longer checkpoint interval. We focus on the comparison between
our Tree method and the Full method.

Input data: For the scenarios mentioned above, we use a set of
graphs with different complexities in terms of vertices and edges
(Tab. 1). Message Race, Unstructured Mesh, Asia OSM, and Huge-
bubbles are used for the single process tests, and Delaunay is used
for the scaling test. The Message Race and Unstructured Mesh sce-

Graph ∥𝑉 ∥ ∥𝐸∥ GDV size
Message Race 11,174,336 16,761,248 3.26 GB

Unstructured Mesh 14,418,368 21,627,296 4.21 GB
Asia OSM 11,950,757 25,423,206 3.49 GB

Hugebubbles 18,318,143 54,940,162 5.35 GB
Delaunay N24 16,777,216 100,663,202 4.9 GB

Table 1: Input graphs used for our tests. Delaunay N24 is used
for the scaling test.

narios are event graphs representing communication patterns in
HPC benchmarks. Asia OSM, Hugebubbles, and Delaunay N24 are
graphs from the SuiteSparse collection [3]. The event graphs are
more sparse than the graphs from SuiteSparse, with fewer dense
subgraphs. As noted later, this leads to improved results for the
event graphs.

Before running ORANGES, we pre-process the graphs by reorder-
ing the vertices using Gorder [36]. Gorder is a graph reordering
application that relabels a graph’s vertices to improve cache perfor-
mance while maintaining the graph’s topological structure. Gorder
uses an approximate greedy algorithm with a priority queue to
find a graph ordering where connected vertices are stored close
together. Keeping the vertices close together improves cache reuse
when operating on graphs and is a typical optimization applied by
the graph community.

3.3 Results
Figure 4 shows the impact of chunk size on the de-duplication ratio
and throughput for our Tree method versus Full, Basic, and List.

Figure 4a highlights the trade-offs when deciding chunk size
for the Message Race graph. With 64-byte chunks, our method
achieves a 5 times better de-duplication ratio than List (the best
among the compared methods). The List method sees a decline in
ratio with chunks smaller than 256 bytes—large amounts of meta-
data cause the decrease. As the chunk size shrinks, more of the
checkpoint comprises metadata for tracking duplicate chunks. Our
method compacts the metadata, which allows smaller chunk sizes
without performance degradation. The throughput values suggest
that significant reductions in checkpoint sizes can overcome the
additional overheads of identifying compact metadata. Specifically,
our method shows superior throughput, matching the improved
de-duplication ratio performance. Throughput performance starts
to degrade with chunks smaller than 256 bytes, where the additional
overhead exceeds the benefits of smaller checkpoints. This behav-
ior is typical of all compared methods. Our Tree method benefits

the most from small chunk sizes, allowing smaller chunks without
decreasing throughput performance. Figure 4b shows similar per-
formance characteristics for the Unstructured Mesh graph as the
Message Race graph.

Figure 4c shows that it is more challenging to de-duplicate the
checkpoints for Asia OSM than Message Race or Unstructured
Mesh. The de-duplication ratio is lower for all methods. Our Tree
method only shows notable improvements with 32-byte chunks,
outperforming the other methods. Figure 4d shows the samemetrics
for Hugebubbles. Similar to Asia OSM, the Hugebubbles graph is
more challenging to de-duplicate. Despite the difficulty, we see
significant improvements with our Tree method with chunk sizes
of less than 128 bytes. With 64-byte chunks and smaller ones, we see
a 37% improvement in the de-duplication ratio and a 13% increase
in throughput.

Figure 5 shows how checkpoint frequency affects our method’s
de-duplication ratio and throughput compared with the state-of-art
techniques. We capture 5, 10, or 20 checkpoints at moments evenly
distributed during the runtime. The de-duplication ratio results in
Figures 5a- 5c demonstrate the benefits of using temporal informa-
tion for de-duplicating data. Increasing the checkpoint frequency
reduces the number of updates at each checkpoint. Fewer updates
and frequent checkpoints increase the temporal information our
method can leverage. However, this does not always compare fa-
vorably with compression. For example, our method has worse
de-duplication ratios than Zstd for all four graphs. Increasing the
number of checkpoints to 20 allows our Tree method to outperform
Zstd for all input data, even with the more difficult Asia OSM and
Hugebubbles graphs. This behavior is expected, as the compression
techniques are limited to individual checkpoints. We are using our
Tree method; taking 20 checkpoints results in a smaller total check-
point size for all graphs except Asia OSM, which sees only a 2%
Figures 5d- 5f show that throughput performance is less impacted
by increasing checkpoint frequency. Throughput increases for our
Tree method as well as for the List, and Basic methods, while the
compression techniques are unaffected. The improvements to the
Tree method range from 1.37×with the UnstructuredMesh to 2.77×
with the Hugebubbles graph.

Figure 6 shows the strong scaling results of the Full method
compared with our Tree method. The Delaunay N24 graph is the
input, and the number of GPUs varies from 1 to 64. Each process
checkpoints independently, but multiple GPUs copying data to a
shared CPU can impact performance. We measure the sum of the
first ten checkpoints for all processes. Throughput is measured by
taking the sum of 10 checkpoints and dividing it by the maximum
runtime spent on de-duplication across all processes. Figure 6a
shows the sum of total checkpoint sizes for ORANGES running the
Delaunay N24 graph. As the number of processes increases expo-
nentially, so does the checkpointed data. At 64 processes, we see a
215× reduction in total checkpoint size compared with Full: 4.33 TB
of checkpoints is reduced to 20 GB. The de-duplication through-
put is shown in Figure 6b. This indicates that our Tree method
has greater throughput than Full, and the throughput maintains or
improves as the number of processes increases. Since ORANGES
is embarrassingly parallel (it finishes with a reduction of the inde-
pendently obtained results on each GPU), we did not perform a
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(a) Message Race (b) Unstuctured Mesh

(c) Asia OSM (d) Hugebubbles
Figure 4: Impact of chunk size on de-duplication ratio and throughput for our method (Tree) vs. other incremental methods
(i.e., Full, Basic, and List) for the Message Race, Unstructured Mesh, Asia OSM, and Hugebubbles input graphs. Chunk size
ranges from 32 to 512 bytes.

full comparison at scale between all methods. We anticipate similar
trends compared with the single GPU experiments.

4 RELATEDWORK
Incremental storage is a well-known technique to accelerate I/O
and to reduce storage space utilization. In addition to checkpoint-
ing, it is applied in many other scenarios: versioning and incre-
mental snapshots of file systems, virtual machine images, and
block devices. They use either dirty page (block) tracking or de-
duplication [6, 17, 33, 34] to identify incremental differences. Dirty
page tracking for host memory can be accelerated by the OS and
hardware using techniques such as user-level faults that avoid ex-
pensive context switches triggered by more conventional methods
that trap the SEGFAULT signal. However, dirty-page tracking re-
quires specialized kernel support and is unavailable on all platforms.
Furthermore, they are typically limited to memory page granularity
(e.g., 4 KB), which limits their de-duplication potential (e.g., single-
byte changes or writing identical data to the same address can mark
an entire page dirty). Such techniques are unavailable on GPUs
because the GPU drivers handle the memory virtualization fully
transparently [11, 12]. Complementary to incremental storage is
the problem of how to re-assemble checkpoints from differences,
which involves metadata organization, indexing and search tech-
niques [19, 20]. Several works focus on enabling checkpointing
for GPU applications [5, 8, 23, 25]. However, each has drawbacks.

Some works [8, 23] only perform essential temporal de-duplication.
Others [5, 25] only perform de-duplication at the page or variable
level. Methods such as libhashckpt [4] use a hybrid method with
multiple change detection systems to reduce the checkpoint size.
Another alternative to incremental checkpointing is checkpoint
compression, both lossless [9] and lossy [30]. Typical compression
algorithms prioritize decompression performance, assuming that
compression is a relatively infrequent operation, which does not
hold in our high-frequency checkpointing scenario. Furthermore,
many compression algorithms cannot leverage the temporal redun-
dancy of data that evolves in time.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a scalable GPU-aware Merkle tree-based in-
cremental checkpointing method leveraging de-duplication to re-
duce the checkpoint sizes and increase the checkpointing through-
put simultaneously. To this end, we identify contiguous repeating
patterns across the entire checkpoint record, for which we elim-
inate the redundancy both at the data and metadata levels. We
use these fundamental ideas to improve the de-duplication ratio
and de-duplication throughput for graph-matching applications
by significant margins (up to orders of magnitude) compared with
other incremental checkpointing methods. Unlike high-throughput
compression techniques, our method improves the de-duplication
ratio and throughput for an increasing checkpointing frequency,
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(a) De-duplication ratio for 5 checkpoints (b) De-duplication ratio for 10 checkpoints (c) De-duplication ratio for 20 checkpoints

(d) Throughput for five checkpoints (e) Throughput for 10 checkpoints (f) Throughput for 20 checkpoints
Figure 5: Impact of checkpoint frequency on de-duplication ratio and throughput for our method (Tree) vs. state-of-art (i.e.,
Full, Basic, and List) and several nvCOMP compression algorithms. Results are shown for 𝑁 = 5, 10, 20 checkpoints evenly
distributed during the runtime (which varies for each input graph).

(a) Total checkpoint size (b) De-duplication throughput
Figure 6: Strong scaling results with up to 64 GPUs using the Delaunay N24 input graph. Our method (Tree) achieves over two
orders of magnitude reduction in checkpoint size compared with Full and retains a high throughput at scale.

resulting in a size of the checkpoint record up to 67× smaller. Fur-
thermore, our method shows excellent scalability for large graphs,
reducing the checkpoint sizes by two orders of magnitude and
increasing the checkpointing throughput by almost an order of
magnitude compared with full checkpoints. Such benefits are sig-
nificantly impacted in non-resilience scenarios where incremental
checkpoints are used to analyze intermediate results (e.g., repro-
ducibility efforts) or make progress (e.g., adjoint computations).

Encouraged by these results, in future work, we plan to address
several directions: evaluating the benefits of our method for other
classes of applications, such as adjoint computations; combining
our method with compression techniques to further reduce the
checkpoint sizes and increase the data reduction throughput (e.g.,
by compressing the first-time occurrences in the difference); stream-
ing methods that overlap de-duplication with transfers to the host
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memory; and scalable reconstruction techniques that efficiently col-
lect scattered compact regions from multiple previous checkpoints.
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